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This document is a text description of the control panel layout for the product listed below.

The complete operating instructions are available online in PDF format from the Customer Support section of

www.panasonic.com.

If you need the operating instructions in an alternate format, please contact Customer Support.

Model Number KX-TC1484B

900 MHz Cordless Phone System

Handset

With the handset buttons facing you, the antenna is a narrow 2.8 inch long protrusion on the top left. Just below the

top on the front of the handset is a shallow oval concave. This is the earpiece. The smooth surface below the earpiece

is the display. Immediately below the display, in the center of the handset, is the LOUD/SEARCH KEY, which is a

large round control with projection on the upper and lower parts. It is the UP and DOWN keys, also controls volume,

and is used to enter the caller list. It is often used as ‘Select’ key during programming.

To the upper left of the LOUD/SEARCH KEY, is the small rectangular PAUSE button. The PAUSE button is also

REDIAL button. An oval button below the PAUSE button is the TALK button. The TALK button is also the FLASH

button. To the upper right of the LOUD/SEARCH KEY, is the small rectangular EDIT button. An oval button below

the EDIT button is the OFF button.

Below these buttons is the keypad laid out in the conventional telephone arrangement with a “nib” on the 5 button.

Just below the keypad are three ovals. On the left is the MUTE button. The MUTE button is also the CLEAR button.

In the center is the CH (channel) button. The CH button is also the FUNCTION button. On the right is the AUTO

button. The AUTO button is also the PROGRAM button. The indentation just below the CH/FUNCTION button is

the microphone.

On the back of the handset, there is the battery compartment with a notch. Its upper edge is parallel to the OFF

button.

Along the left and right sides of the handset are two indentations, which are parallel to the earpiece, that secure the

belt clip. The belt clip is a T-shaped plastic piece with two curved arms and one long arm. The belt clip snaps into

place with the small ridges on the curved arms locking into each of the indentations on the side of the handset. The
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two metal ridges at the bottom of the handset are the charge contacts. On the right side of the handset, parallel to the

EDIT button, is the headset jack covered with a little round cap. This cap can be opened from up to down, and is not

removable. On the left side of the handset, parallel to the PAUSE button, is the ringer selector.

Base unit

With the base unit facing you, the antenna is on the right side of the base unit and it should be positioned pointing

upwards. The handset’s charging cradle is on the left side of the base unit. The unit beeps when the handset is set

properly in the cradle for charging. In the center on the right side of the base unit, is slightly concave. At the top edge

in the concave, is the IN USE or CHARGE indicator. To the lower in the concave, is the HANDSET LOCATOR

button.


